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 Recommendation 

1.1. That the proposed action, to clear native vegetation to undertake a residential development at Lot 

609, Yanchep Beach Road, Yanchep, Western Australia be approved subject to the conditions 

specified below. 

Table 1 Conditions of Approval 

Conditions 
Relevant paragraph 

in report 

1. The person taking the action must not clear more than 64 hectares of 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo foraging and potential breeding habitat within 

the project area identified as the ‘Development Area’ at Attachment A.  

3.9 – 3.19 

2. To offset the loss of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo foraging and potential 

breeding habitat, prior to the commencement of the action, the person 

taking the action must provide the Department with written evidence that 

funds have been provided to the Western Australian Department of Parks 

and Wildlife for the acquisition of an environmental offset property, no less 

than 315 hectares in size on Mimegarra Road, Mimegarra, south-east of 

Lancelin, Western Australia.  The written evidence must include a 

description and map clearly defining the location and boundaries of the 

offset property and be accompanied with the offset attributes. The person 

taking the action must also inform the Department how much of this offset 

property remains unattributed to any action for the purpose of offsetting.  

3.21 – 3.27 

3. To mitigate impacts to the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo, prior to the 

commencement of the action, the person taking the action must prepare 

and submit a Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo Avoidance and Mitigation Plan 

(CBCAMP) for the Minister’s approval. The CBCAMP must include, but not be 

limited to: 

a. A map clearly illustrating the area of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo 

foraging and potential breeding habitat to be cleared and the area of 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo foraging and potential breeding habitat to 

be retained within the development footprint; 

b. Milestones and objectives of the CBCAMP; 

c. Avoidance and mitigation measures to reduce impacts to Carnaby’s 

Black-Cockatoo habitat prior to, during and post construction; 

d. Timeframes for the implementation and completion of the avoidance 

and mitigation measures; 

e. Details of monitoring, reporting and contingency measures if 

performance indicators are not met; and  

f. Roles and responsibilities of personnel associated with implementing 

each of the avoidance and mitigation measures. 

The person taking the action must not undertake any clearing of Carnaby’s 

Black-Cockatoo foraging and potential breeding habitat within the project 

area unless the CBCAMP has been approved by the Minister. If the Minister 

3.20 
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approves the CBCAMP, then the approved CBCAMP must be implemented.   

4. Within 30 days after the commencement of the action, the person taking 

the action must advise the Department in writing of the actual date of 

commencement. 

N/A 

5. The person taking the action must maintain accurate records substantiating 

all activities associated with or relevant to the conditions of approval, 

including measures taken to implement the CBCAMP and make them 

available upon request to the Department. Such records may be subject to 

audit by the Department or an independent auditor in accordance with 

section 458 of the EPBC Act, or used to verify compliance with the conditions 

of approval. Summaries of audits will be posted on the Department’s 

website. The results of audits may also be publicised through the general 

media.   

N/A 

6. Within three months of every 12 month anniversary of the commencement 

of the action, the person taking the action must publish a report on their 

website addressing compliance with each of the conditions of this approval 

over the previous 12 months, including implementation of the CBCAMP as 

specified in the conditions. Documentary evidence providing proof of the 

date of publication must be provided to the Department at the same time as 

the compliance report is published.  The compliance reports must remain on 

the website for 12 months from the date of publishing. Potential or actual 

contraventions of the conditions of the approval must be reported to the 

Department in writing within 2 business days of the person taking the action 

becoming aware of the actual or potential contravention.  All contraventions 

must also be included in the compliance reports. 

N/A 

7. Upon the direction of the Minister, the person taking the action must ensure 

that an independent audit of compliance with the conditions of approval is 

conducted and a report submitted to the Minister. The independent auditor 

must be approved by the Minister prior to the commencement of the audit. 

Audit criteria must be agreed to by the Minister and the audit report must 

address the criteria to the satisfaction of the Minister.  

N/A 

8. If the person taking the action wishes to carry out any activity otherwise 

than in accordance with the CBCAMP as specified in the conditions, the 

person taking the action must submit to the Department for the Minister’s 

written approval a revised version of that CBCAMP. The varied activity shall 

not commence until the Minister has approved the varied CBCAMP in 

writing. The Minister will not approve a varied CBCAMP unless the revised 

CBCAMP would result in an equivalent or improved environmental outcome 

over time.  If the Minister approves the revised CBCAMP that CBCAMP, must 

be implemented in place of the CBCAMP originally approved.  

N/A 

9. If the Minister believes that it is necessary or convenient for the better 

protection of listed threatened species and communities to do so, the 

Minister may request that the person taking the action make specified 

revisions to the CBCAMP specified in the conditions and submit the revised 

CBCAMP for the Minister’s written approval. The person taking the action 

N/A 
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must comply with any such request. The revised approved CBCAMP must be 

implemented. Unless the Minister has approved the revised CBCAMP, then 

the person taking the action must continue to implement the CBCAMP 

originally approved, as specified in the conditions.  

10. If, at any time after five (5) years from the date of this approval, the person 

taking the action has not commenced the action, then the person taking the 

action must not commence the action without the written agreement of the 

Minister. 

N/A 

11. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Minister, the person taking the 

action must publish the CBCAMP referred to in these conditions of approval 

on their website.  The CBCAMP must be published on the website within one 

(1) month of being approved and must remain on the website for the period 

this approval has effect. 

N/A 

Definitions   

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus latirostris) foraging and potential breeding habitat 

includes areas of Banksia woodland, Dryandra sessilis – Calothamnus quadrifidus heath, Dryandra 

sessilis heath and planted Tuart woodland as identified at Attachment B – attached to draft conditions 

of approval.  

Clear or clearing is defined as the cutting down, felling, thinning, logging, removing, killing, destroying, 

poisoning, ringbarking, uprooting or burning of native vegetation.  

Commence, commenced or commencement includes  any preparatory works required to be 

undertaken including clearing (as defined above), the erection of any fences, signage or on-site 

temporary structures and the use of construction or excavation equipment on-site for the purpose of 

breaking the ground for buildings, infrastructure or resource extraction.  

The Minister is the Minister administering the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 

1999 and includes a delegate of the Minister.  

Offset attributes must be in the form of an excel file (‘.xls’) capturing relevant attributes of the offset 

area, including the EPBC reference ID number, the physical address of the offset site, coordinates of the 

boundary points in decimal degrees, the EPBC protected matters that the offset compensates for, any 

additional EPBC protected matters that are benefiting from the offset, and the size of the offset in 

hectares. 

The Offset property is the area approximately eight hundred and seventy hectares (870 ha) in size, 

located on Mimegarra Road, Mimegarra, south-east of Lancelin, Western Australia (identified as the 

Offset Area at Attachment C – attached to draft conditions of approval). This area has been identified as 

an environmental offset property to be managed for conservation purposes by the Western Australia 

Department of Parks and Wildlife on behalf of the person proposing to take the action. Three hundred 

and fifteen hectares (315 ha) of the offset property will be attributed as an offset specifically for the 

proposed action. 

Project area is defined by the area at Lot 609 Yanchep Beach Road, Yanchep WA, identified as 

‘Development Area’ at Attachment A – attached to draft conditions of approval. 

Shapefile means an ESRI Shapefile containing ‘.shp’, ‘.shx’ and ‘.dbf’ files and other files capturing 

attributes of the offset area, including the shape, EPBC reference ID number and EPBC protected 

matters present at the relevant site. Attributes should also be captured in ‘.xls’ format.  
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The Department is the Australian Government Department administering the Environment Protection 

and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.  
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Attachment A – attached to the conditions of approval 
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Attachment B – attached to the conditions of approval 
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Attachment C – attached to the conditions of approval 
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2. Background 

Description of the project and location 

2.1 Peet Funds Management Limited (the proponent) propose to clear native vegetation for the 

purpose of constructing 1350 residential lots, a school, community centre, roads and a public 

open space at Lot 609 Yanchep Beach Road, Yanchep, approximately 58 km north of Perth and    

2 km east of the Yanchep townsite, Western Australia (WA) (Figure 1). 

2.2 The proposal site is approximately 118 hectares (ha) in size. Of the 118 ha, approximately 29 ha 

has already been cleared, a further 85 ha is proposed for clearing and approximately 4 ha will be 

retained in a local conservation reserve. Native vegetation will also be retained in road reserves 

where possible.  

2.3 The proposal site is located on the northern Swan Coastal Plain. The site is bounded by Yanchep 

Beach Road to the south, Sun City Golf Club to the west and Yanchep National Park to the east.  

2.4 The landforms and geology within in the vicinity of the proposal site are comprised of two major 

geological units which are expressed by a variety of conspicuous landforms. The Tamala 

Limestone is the older geological unit and extends from the vicinity of the Wanneroo Road in the 

east, out to sea to the west where it outcrops as a series of reefs. The Tamala Limestone forms a 

series of rounded ridgelines and intervening depressions known as the Spearwood Dune System. 

These features are aligned roughly south-east to north-west and are most obvious a few 

kilometres inland from the coast.  

2.5 The Tamala Limestone is covered over much of the region by Safety Bay Sand. This is a younger 

geological unit and is still actively accumulating along the coastline. It forms a large variety of 

landforms known as the Quindalup Dune System. The most conspicuous of these landforms are 

tall dunes which are either covered with vegetation or consist of loose mobile sand. Some of the 

oldest Quindalup Dunes extend a long way inland as long crescentic ridges.   

2.6 Quindalup Dune vegetation is not common in the study area and is restricted to long dune 

ridges and occasional conical dunes. The most extensive Quindalup Dune vegetation type at the 

proposal site is the Melaleuca systena heath. The majority of the vegetation in the proposal site 

occurs on Spearwood dune soils. The vegetation associated with these soils within the proposal 

area are: 

a) Limestone Heath Types – dominated by Dryandra sessilis heath on the lower, mid and 

upper slopes of limestone rises and hills and in areas where the limestone abuts areas 

of deeper sand, they transition into Banksia Woodland. On blackish sand over 

limestone Calothamnus quadrifidus generally occurs intermixed with the Dryandra 

sessilis.  

b) Sand Over Limestone Vegetation – includes a variety of different associations based 

mainly on the dominance of our low trees species, Banksia attenuata, B. menziesii.  

Banksia associations occur as large areas intermixed with limestone vegetation or 

occasionally as small stands. The understorey vegetation is usually dominated by 

Hibbertia hypericoides with Mesomelaena pseudostygia, Xanthorrhoea preissii, 

Macrozamia riedlei and Soerbaea laxiflora.  

2.7 Based on an native vegetation assessment undertaken by Western Wildlife (2013) the proposal 

site contains seven (7) distinct habitat types, including: 

 Banksia woodland; 

 Dryandra sessilis heath; 
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 Calothamnus quadrifidus heath; 

 Dryandra sessilis – Calothamnus quadrifidus heath;  

 Melaleuca systena heath; 

 Planted Tuart (Eucalyptus gomghocephala) woodland; and 

 Cleared with planted farm trees. 

2.8 The Banksia woodland is dominated by a Banksia attenuata and Banksia menzeisii. The 

understorey contains shrubs typical of Banksia woodland including Hibbertia hypericoides and 

Xanthorrhoea species and is described as relatively open and degraded (most likely due to prior 

grazing). An assessment of this vegetation type undertaken by ATA Environmental (2007) 

described the area as being in ‘good’ to ‘very good’ condition. 

2.9 The Dryandra sessilis heath and Dryandra sessilis – Calothamnus quadrifidus heath is typically 

very dense and dominated by a mix of tall shrubs, including Dryandra sessilis, Calothamnus 

quadrifidus, Hakea trifurcata and Acacia pulchella. The heath was associated with a low 

limestone ridge that runs north-south on the eastern side of the site. The ATA Environmental 

assessment (2007) assessed the heath as being in ‘very good’ condition.  

2.10 The Melaleuca systena heath occurs on dunes in the northern part of the project area. The ATA 

Environmental assessment (2007) assessed the Melaleuca systena heath as being in a 

‘degraded’ condition.  

2.11 According to referral documentation the proposed action has been developed in consideration 

of the objectives of the WA Planning Commissions Directions 2031 and beyond planning policy 

and to cater for a demand for residential properties in Perth’s northern corridor.   

2.12 The proponent expects the project to commence in May 2014 with an anticipated construction 

life of twelve (12) years (until 2026). The project will involve the clearing and construction of 

1350 residential lots, school, community centre, roads and a public open space. The total ground 

disturbance will be approximately 85 ha within a nominated project area of approximately                

118 ha (Figure 2). 

Alternatives 

2.13 The preliminary documentation states that no alternative to the proposed action was 

considered. 

Controlling provisions, assessment approach and public consultation 

2.14 The proposed action was referred to the Department on 28 February 2014. The project was 

determined to be a controlled action on 31 March 2014 due to likely significant impacts on listed 

threatened species and communities (sections 18 & 18A). It was also determined on this date 

that the project would be assessed on referral information.  

2.15 The listed threatened species relevant to the proposal identified in the controlled action 

decision were: 

 Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus latirostris) – Endangered 
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Figure 1 Location of proposed action 
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Figure 2 Proposed development site 
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2.16 The referral documentation was published on the Department’s website on 28 February 2014 

and public comments were invited until 17 March 2014.  No public submissions were received in 

relation to the referral.  

2.17 On 14 March 2014, the Department wrote to the proponent requesting further details on the 

location of the proposed offset site, including the address and/or lot details, and a map 

indicating the proportion of the property to be attributed to the action.  Additional information 

responding to that request was received by the Department on 17 March 2014 and deemed to 

be adequate. 

2.18 On 24 March 2014, the Department received a letter from the Western Australia Office of the 

Environmental Protection Authority (WA OEPA) noting that the proposal area falls within the 

City of Wanneroo Town Planning Scheme No 1 Amendment 787 previously assessed by the WA 

OEPA in 1999, and provided details of the environmental conditions to be implemented as part 

of this Amendment.  

State/Territory Assessment and Approval 

2.19 Under Section 48 of the Western Australia Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act) the WA 

Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) assessed Amendment No 787 of the City of Wanneroo 

Town Planning Scheme No 1 (TPS) to rezone the Yanchep-Two Rock area under the 

Metropolitan Scheme Amendment from ‘Rural’ to an ‘Urban Development Area’. The EPA 

assessment identified nine potential environmental factors, including the impact of vegetation 

and habitat loss. The amendment was approved with conditions in February 2002 (Statement 

538).    

2.20 The Yanchep-Two Rocks District Structure Plan (DSP) was endorsed and adopted in 2009 by the 

City of Wanneroo and the WA Planning Commission. Following the approval the DSP, the 

Yanchep City Local Structure Plan (LSP) was prepared. As part of the LSP, a Vegetation and Fauna 

Management Strategy (VFMS) was prepared addressing the requirements of the conditions from 

Statement 538 and incorporating the City of Wanneroo’s planning scheme for the area. The 

VFMS was reviewed by the City of Wanneroo and the then WA Department of Environment and 

Conservation and adopted as a strategy for the implementation of the LSP.  

2.21 The only remaining approval for the proposal is from the WA Planning Commission for the 

subdivision.   

3. Assessment 

Mandatory Considerations – section 136(1) (a) Part 3 controlling provisions 

3.1 The proposal was determined a controlled action under the following controlling provisions of 

the EPBC Act:  

 Listed threatened species and ecological communities (sections 18 & 18A). 

 This controlling provision is discussed below. 
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Listed threatened species and ecological communities (sections 18 and 18A) 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus latirostris) – Endangered 

 

Photo source (http://takvera.blogspot.com.au/2012/03/carnaby’s-cockatoo-suffers-37-per-cent-html) 

3.2 Currently, the overall population trend for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo is one of decline. This 

species is endemic to and confined to the south-west of Western Australia. It occurs mostly in 

the wheatbelt in areas that receive between 300 and 750 mm of rainfall annually but it is also 

found in wetter regions in the extreme south-west (including Swan Coastal Plain and southern 

coast). 

3.3  Its preferred habitat is uncleared or remnant native eucalypt woodlands, especially those that 

contain Salmon Gum (Eucalyptus salmonophloia) and Wandoo (E. wandoo), and in shrubland or 

kwongan heathland dominated by plants of the Proteaceae family. It also occurs in remnant 

patches of native vegetation on land otherwise cleared for agriculture. It is a seasonal visitor to 

plantations of exotic pines (Pinus spp.) and sometimes occurs in forests containing Marri 

(Corymbia calophylla), Jarrah (E. marginata), Karri (E. diversicolor) and Tuart (E. 

gomphocephala).  

3.4 Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos breed in tree hollows in mature Salmon Gum and Wandoo, Tuart, 

Red Morrell (E. longicornis), York Gum (E. loxophelba), Jarrah, Marri, Swamp Yate                                        

(E. occidentalis) and Gimlet (E. salubris).  

3.5 When breeding, Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos only forage close to where they nest. All foraging 

habitat within 20 km of known breeding locations is very important habitat for individual 

breeding cockatoos, and the importance of that habitat is inversely proportional to the distance 

to the breeding location. 

3.6 The lack of natural regeneration of mature trees and the absence of replacement planting of old 

trees that die, or are destroyed, may lead to a shortage of hollows in the future for particular 

regions. The impact of the reduced availability of nesting hollows is likely to be exacerbated by 

an increase in competition for nest sites from other fauna species. 

3.7 Over the past 50 years, the distribution of Carnaby's Black Cockatoo has shifted considerably 

westwards and southwards. There are now numerous breeding records from the Jarrah-Marri 

forests of the Darling Scarp and the Tuart forests of the Swan Coastal Plain, including the 

Yanchep area, Lake Clifton and near Bunbury. There are also indications that the species is 

expanding its breeding range into the far south-east, in areas such as Lake Cronin, Lake King and 

the Ravensthorpe region. 
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3.8 The long term survival of a robust population of the species depends on the availability of 

suitable woodland breeding and nesting habitat (tree hollows), and of foraging habitat capable 

of providing enough food to sustain the population. The removal of vegetation around breeding 

sites and the removal of corridors of native vegetation that connect breeding and foraging sites 

reduce the amount of available food for breeding birds. 

Impacts 

3.9 Based on a black cockatoo habitat assessment undertaken by Western Wildlife (2012) (provided 

as part of the referral documentation), of the 89 ha of vegetation remaining in the proposal site, 

68.2 ha contains foraging and potential breeding habitat for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo 

(Calyptorhynchus latirostris) in the form of Banksia woodlands, Dryandra sessilis – Calothamnus 

quadrifidus heaths, Dryandra sessilis heaths and planted Tuart woodland. These vegetation 

types contain high priority foraging species for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo including Banksia 

(Dryandra) sessilis, Hakea trifurcata, Banksia attenuata and Banksia menziesii.  

3.10 The habitat assessment recorded evidence of foraging by black cockatoos within the proposal 

area with chewed Banksia cones found in the Banksia woodland. In addition, 18 Carnaby’s 

Black-Cockatoos were observed foraging on pine trees within the site.  

3.11 According to the habitat assessment, the planted Tuart woodland is the only habitat within the 

proposal area likely to provide potential breeding habitat for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. At 

least 15 potential breeding trees with a DBH greater than 50 cm were recorded in the area, two 

(2) of which contain hollows considered suitable for Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo breeding. No 

evidence of breeding was recorded at the time of the assessment, and one (1) of these hollows 

was inhabited by feral bees, therefore unsuitable for use by black cockatoos.  

3.12 Based on information provided in the habitat assessment, of the 68 ha of Carnaby’s Black-

Cockatoo habitat on-site, the total area of potential breeding habitat for the species is 

approximately 9 hectares. Table 2 below, summarises the total area of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo 

habitat to be cleared.  

Table 2 Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo habitat to be cleared 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo 

habitat 
Total extent (ha) Retained extent (ha) Cleared extent (ha) 

Banksia woodland 34.7 0 34.7 

Dryandra (Banksia) sessilis heath 14.4 ~ 3 10.8 

Dryandra (Banksia) sessilis – 

Calothamnus quadrifidus heath 
10.5 0 10.5 

Planted Tuart (Eucalyptus 

gomphocephala) woodland                 

(DBH >50cm) 

8.6 1 ~ 8 

Total Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo 

habitat area 
68.2 ~ 4 ~ 64 
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Figure 3 Proximity of Yanchep National Park and Bush Forever sites to the proposal site 
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3.13 According to the Department’s Referral guidelines for three species of Western Australian Black 

Cockatoos (October 2012) the proposed action falls within the known breeding range for 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo and the modelled distribution for the Forest Red-tailed Black 

Cockatoo. The proposal site is outside of the predicted breeding range for Baudin’s Black-

Cockatoo. 

3.14  The project area is situated approximately 1 km from two areas of native vegetation (Yanchep 

National Park and Ningana Bushland) that are known to be utilised by the Carnaby’s Black-

Cockatoo for foraging and breeding (Figure 3). 

3.15 Yanchep National Park (the Park) is located approximately one kilometre to the east of the 

proposal development site. The Park is 2877 ha in size and comprises several vegetation types, 

including Tuart forest, Banksia woodland, and Dryandra – Calothamnus heath.  The Park, which 

is managed by the WA Department of Parks and Wildlife for the purpose of conservation and 

recreation, provides foraging resources and contains important breeding sites for the Carnaby’s 

Black-Cockatoo. 

3.16 Ningana Bushland (Bush forever site 289) is located to the south of the proposal site, separated 

by Yanchep Beach Road and a 500 m cleared area. The Ningana Bushland is a 551 ha area, 

vested to the WA Planning Commission (WAPC). The area contains heaths on coastal dunes, 

including Banksia woodlands, Tuart woodlands, and limestone heaths dominated by Dryandra 

sessilis, Hakea trifurcata, Calothamnus quadrifidus, Scaevola nitida and Acacia truncata. Based 

on these vegetation types and according to the habitat assessment, the Ningana Bushland 

provides foraging habitat (Banksia woodlands and limestone heaths) and possibly breeding 

habitat for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo.  

3.17 The Departments Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo Recovery Plan (2013) notes that there are multiple 

reasons for the decline of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo’s, however the decline to-date has primarily 

been brought about by the extensive clearing of nesting and feeding habitat. Loss of breeding 

habitat, together with feeding areas and watering sites within foraging distance of breeding sites 

is one of the key threatening processes contributing towards the decline of the species. In 

particular, the loss or degradation of feeding habitat adjacent (i.e. <12 km) to breeding sites is 

considered to pose the greatest risk to Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos.   

3.18 Given the proximity of the proposed development site (< 6 – 12 km) to known breeding sites 

within Yanchep National Park and potential breeding sites within Ningana Bushland for the 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo, foraging habitat within the proposal site is considered important for 

the long term protection and recovery of the species.    

3.19 Based on referral documentation, of the 68.2 ha of foraging and potential breeding habitat 

present within the proposal site, approximately 56 hectares of foraging and 8 ha of potential 

breeding habitat will be cleared as a result of the proposed action. This equates to 

approximately 93% of the available habitat on-site.  

Avoidance, mitigation and proposed offset package 

3.20 To reduce the extent and significance of impact to Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo habitat and to 

achieve long-term conservation gains for the species, the proponent has proposed to undertake 

the following avoidance and mitigation measures prior to the application of an offset strategy:  

 Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo foraging and potential breeding habitat will be retained within 

the development footprint through the subdivision design process, where possible. 

 Approximately 4 ha of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo foraging habitat will be retained in a 

local conservation reserve. 
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 Street planting plans will be developed to incorporate plant species that provide foraging 

resources for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. 

 Native seed will be collected prior to the commencement of clearing from plant species 

(defined as being in good or very good condition) within the proposal area, and 

propagated for the purpose of revegetating the public open space. 

 Topsoil will be removed and stockpiled for the purpose of revegetating the public open 

space. 

 Large logs will marked and retained for the purpose of using them in the public open 

space.  

 Native vegetation to be retained within the proposed development area will be marked 

and identified on site drawings to ensure they are avoided during clearing and 

construction. 

3.21 Following the avoidance and mitigation of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo habitat, the proposed 

action will result in a residual impact of 64 ha (which includes 56 ha of foraging habitat and 8 ha 

of potential breeding habitat) of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo habitat. To compensate for the 

residual impact the proponent has proposed to provide funding to the WA Department of Parks 

and Wildlife (DPAW) for the acquisition of an 870 ha offset property containing habitat for the 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo in the form of Banksia woodland described as being in excellent 

condition by the DPAW. 

3.22 Of the 870 ha offset property, 315 ha will be attributed to this proposed action to offset the 

residual impact. The remaining 555 ha is intended to be unattributed until such time as an offset 

is required for any future projects. The proposed offset property will be vested to, and managed 

by, the DPAW as a state conservation nature reserve. The offset property is located 

approximately 40 km north of the proposed development area on Mimegarra Road, Mimegarra, 

WA (Figure 4).  

3.23 The Department’s Environmental Offsets Policy (October 2012) states that advanced offsets are 

encouraged where practical, given that they provide a means to better manage the risks 

associated with the time delay in realising the conservation gain for a protected matter. 

Advanced offsets must satisfy all requirements in the Environmental Offsets policy (Section 7.6) 

and that advanced offsets do not in any way prejudice the outcome of any future assessment of 

an action. That is, while planning advanced offsets may result in lower overall offset 

requirements, it does not influence whether or not an action referred under the EPBC Act will be 

determined as acceptable.  

3.24 The offset property is located within a larger area of remnant native vegetation. The entire                  

315 ha of land being attributed to the proposed action is completely vegetated and contains 

Banksia woodland in excellent condition. The offset property is located within the known 

breeding and foraging range for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. Strategically the offset property 

is within a 10–20 km radius of Eneminga Nature Reserve, Namming Nature Reserve, South 

Mimegarra Nature Reserve, Moore River National Park, Nabaroo Nature Reserve, Nilgen Nature 

Reserve and Bashford Nature Reserve (Figure 5).   

3.25 Referral documentation states that the proposed offsets strategy has been developed to meet 

the Offset Principles set out in the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 

1999 Environmental Offsets Policy (October 2012). 

3.26 The Department’s Offsets Assessment Guide tool has been utilised to assess the acceptability of 

the proposed offset package.  
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Figure 4 Location of proposed offset site 
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Figure 5 Location of the 315 ha offset area (within the 870 ha offset property) that will be attributed to 
this proposed action 
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3.27 The proposed offsets package was tested using the Department’s Offsets Assessment Guide tool, 

to determine the level of impact to the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo that is potentially able to be 

offset by the proposed package. According to the calculator, approximately 99.14% of the 

impacts of the action will be offset by the proposed offset package. Offset guide calculations can 

be found at Appendix A.   

Conclusion 

3.28 The proposed action proposes to clear approximately 64 ha of Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo habitat 

(56 ha of foraging and approximately 8 ha of potential breeding habitat) within the proposed 

development footprint. All vegetation proposed to be cleared is considered good to very good 

quality foraging habitat and potential breeding habitat for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo that 

are known to utilise the proposal site.  

3.29 The proponent has committed to undertake a number of avoidance and mitigation measures to 

reduce the extent and significance of impact to the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo, in addition to the 

acquisition of 870 ha offset property, of which 315 ha will be attributed to this proposed action 

to offset the residual impact.  The proposed offset property will be vested to, and managed by, 

the DPAW as a state conservation nature reserve.  

3.30 The proposed offset package satisfies the Department’s EPBC Act Environmental Offsets Policy 

(October 2012) and was calculated to offset 99.14% of the impacts to the Carnaby’s Black-

Cockatoo resulting from the proposed action (see Appendix A). 

3.31 The Department has developed the proposed avoidance, mitigation and offset measures into 

conditions that will ensure that impacts to the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo are reduced to a level 

that is acceptable. These conditions are detailed in Table 1 at the start of this recommendation 

report. 

4. Considerations for Approval and Conditions 

Mandatory considerations – section 136(1)(b) Economic and social matters 

4.1 Referral documentation states that the proposed action has been developed to supply a 

demand for residential properties in the northern corridor of Perth, and in accordance with the 

objectives of Western Australian Planning Commission’s Directions 2031 and beyond planning 

policy, which was developed to establish a vision for the expected future growth in the 

metropolitan Perth and Peel region.  

4.2 The design of the proposed development has been focused on providing a naturally landscaped 

estate, with open space areas that provide passive and active recreational opportunities, and 

providing optimum orientation to take advantage of the solar energy and encourage energy 

efficient dwelling design.   

Factors to be taken into account – section 136(2)(a) Principles of ecologically sustainable development 

4.3 The principles of ESD, as defined in Part 1, section 3A of the EPBC Act, are: 

(a) decision-making processes should effectively integrate both long-term and short-term 

economic, environmental, social and equitable considerations; 

The proposed conditions will assist in the protection of potential and known Carnaby’s 

Black-Cockatoo foraging habitat to enable the persistence and recovery of this species into 

the future. Economic and social benefits of the proposal have been considered in this 

recommendation report. The Department concludes that both short and long-term social, 

economic and environmental aspects have been appropriately accounted for. 
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(b) if there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific 

certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent 

environmental degradation;  

The precautionary principle has been considered in assessing the likelihood for irreversible 

damage to protected matters by the proposal. There is a lack of full scientific certainty 

regarding the efficacy of mitigation and offsets, however, the Department has taken a 

precautionary approach and has proposed conditions which should reduce the risk of 

permanent environmental degradation. This is consistent with the precautionary principle 

and the Department is of the view that the conditions proposed will ensure the action will 

not result in unacceptable impacts. 

(c) the principle of inter-generational equity – that the present generation should ensure that 

the health, diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the 

benefit of future generations; 

The proposed clearing of 64 ha of foraging and potential breeding habitat for the Carnaby’s 

Black-Cockatoo that is known to be utilised by the species is likely to be at variance with 

this principle if considered on its own. However, the proposed avoidance and mitigation 

measures, and the enhancement and protection of 315 ha of habitat for the Carnaby’s 

Black-Cockatoo is consistent with the Department’s EPBC Act Environmental Offsets Policy 

(October 2012) and provides significant conservation gain for EPBC Act threatened species.  

The Department’s assessment of the proposal concludes that the combination of 

avoidance, mitigation and offset measures will contribute towards the resilience of these 

species. 

(d) the conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a fundamental 

consideration in decision-making; 

The conservation of biological diversity was a consideration in the Department’s 

assessment. The conditions provide a contribution towards the biodiversity principle by 

enabling the continued persistence of habitat for listed threatened species. 

(e) Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms should be promoted. 

The impacts of the proposed action have been adequately identified and the environmental 

costs of the project evaluated. The Department’s advice includes reference to, and 

consideration of, a range of information on the economic costs, benefits and impacts of the 

project. By requiring the provision of on-site avoidance and mitigation, the conservation 

values potentially lost as a result of the proposal have been accounted for.   

The Department considers that the social and economic benefits of the proposed action 

have been considered and are consistent with the five principles of ecologically sustainable 

development.  

Factors to be taken into account – section 136(2)(ba) – referral information 

4.4 In accordance with section 136(2)(ba), this document forms the recommendation report relating 

to the action given to the Minister under section 93(5). 
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Person’s environmental history – section 136(4)  

4.5 The person proposing to take the action (PEET Funds Management Limited) has been operating 

since 1895 and is one of the oldest property developers in Western Australia. PEET Funds 

Management Limited assert that they are committed to achieving environmental and 

sustainability excellence wherever possible, through the protection and maintenance of the 

natural landscape, and application of sustainable principles that are built into their design, 

construction and communities through design and planning processes.  

4.6 The proponent has referred a number of development proposals to the Department for 
assessment and approval  under the EPBC Act, including: 

 2013/6521 Village of Wellard, Kwinana, WA 

 2013/7048 Lakelands East Residential Development, Mandurah, WA 

 2008/4638 Residential Development, Lots 1005 & 1006, Alkimos, WA 

 2008/4250 Brigadoon Estate Rural Residential Development, Brigadoon, WA 

4.7 In accordance with section 70 (1) of the EPBC Act, this proposal was referred to the Department 

as a consequence of the Minister requesting PEET Funds Management Limited refer the 

proposed action because it was believed that it may be or is a controlled action. In complying 

with the Minister’s request PEET Funds Management Limited referred the proposed action 

within the agreed timeframe on 28 February 2014.  

4.8 Historically, PEET Funds Management Limited have followed both State and Commonwealth 

environmental approvals, prior to undertaking any clearing and construction activities, and has 

not been subject to any legal action under a Commonwealth, State or Territory law for the 

protection of the environment or the conservation and sustainable use of natural resources.   

5. Considerations in deciding on condition – section 134 

5.1 In accordance with section 134(1), the Minister may attach a condition to the approval of the 

action if he or she is satisfied that the condition is necessary or convenient for: 

(a) protecting a matter protected by a provision of Part 3 for which the approval has effect 

(whether or not the protection is protection from the action); or 

(b) repairing or mitigating damage to a matter protected by a provision of Part 3 for which the 

approval has effect (whether or not the damage has been, will be or is likely to be caused 

by the action). 

5.2 As detailed in the Assessment section above, all recommended conditions attached to the 

proposed approval are necessary or convenient to protect, repair and/or mitigate impacts on a 

matter protected by provision of Part 3 for which this proposed approval has affect.   

5.3 In accordance with section 134(4), in deciding whether to attach a condition to an approval the 

Minister must consider: 

a) any relevant conditions that have been imposed, or the Minister considers are likely to be 

imposed, under a law of a State or self-governing Territory or another law of the 

Commonwealth on the taking of the action;  

As yet, no other conditions have been imposed or are likely to be imposed under a law of a 

state or self-governing Territory or another law of Commonwealth. 

b) information provided by the person proposing to take the action or by the designated 

proponent of the action;  
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The information provided by the person proposing to take the action has been considered. 

c) the desirability of ensuring as far as practicable that the condition is a cost effective means 

for the Commonwealth and a person taking the action to achieve the object of the 

condition 

The Department has concluded that the conditions proposed are a cost effective means for 

the Commonwealth and the person proposing to take the action to achieve the object of 

the conditions. 

Other legal considerations 

5.4 The proponent has indicated the life of the proposed action from commencement date (May 

2014) to the completion date (December 2026) is approximately 12 years. The Department 

considers fifteen (15) years an appropriate approval timeframe, which includes time to allow for 

any unforeseen delays in construction or administration related to the proposed action. It is 

recommended that approval be given effect until 31 December 2029.  

6. Conclusion 

6.1 The proposed action is likely to impact on important foraging and potential breeding habitat for 

the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. The Department considers that the clearing of 64 hectares of 

foraging and potential breeding habitat for the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo will be acceptable, 

provided the action is undertaken in accordance with the recommended conditions and 

consistent with the avoidance, mitigation and offset measures proposed by the proponent. 

Having considered all matters required to be considered under the EPBC Act, the Department 

recommends the proposed action be approved, subject to the recommended conditions. 

7. Material used to prepare Recommendation Report 

 Referral documentation and attachments (28 February 2014) 

 Additional Information (received 17 March 2014) 

 Referral decision brief EPBC 2014/7146 

 Expert/consultant advice on the project. 

 Department of the Environment, Species Profile and Threats database (SPRAT), relevant 

species profiles. 

 Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population & Communities, EPBC Act 

Referral Guidelines for three species of Western Australian black cockatoos: Carnaby’s black 

cockatoo (Endangered) (Calyptorhynchus latirostris), Baudin’s black cockatoo (Vulnerable) 

(Calyptorhynchus baudinii), Forest red-tailed black cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus banksii 

naso)(October 2012). 

 Western Australia Department of Parks and Wildlife (2013) Carnaby’s Cockatoo 

(Calyptorhynchus latirostris) Recovery Plan. 

 Department of Environment and Heritage (2006) EPBC Act Policy Statement 1.1: Significant 

Impact Guidelines – Matters of National Environmental Significance. 

 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 Environmental Offsets Policy 

(October 2012). 
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Appendix A 

Offset Assessment Guide calculations and justification 

 

EPBC Act Offsets Assessment Guide – Area of Habitat 

Threatened species or ecological community  Listing status 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus latirostris) Endangered 

 

IMPACT  SITE (Area of Habitat) 

Area (ha) 315 

Description  

Guide component 
Assessed 

value 
Justification comments 

Quality                               6 

Habitat condition at the proposal site is described as very 

good to good with a moderate density of relevant 

foraging species (61 - 80% relative density of foraging 

habitat), including Banksia woodland, Dryandra sessilis 

heath, and Dryandra sessilis – Calothamnus quadrifidus 

heath. The proposed development also contains 

potential breeding habitat in the form of planted Tuart 

trees and is within <6-12 km of known breeding sites at 

Yanchep National Park.   

OFFSET SITE (Area of Habitat) 

Area (ha) 315 
Located within 40 km north of the proposed impact site 

at Mimegarra Road, Mimegarra, WA. 

Time until ecological benefit 10 Time for foraging habitat to improve by 1 value point. 

Start Quality 8 

Site contains Banksia woodland described as being in 

excellent condition (DPAW) with the relative density of 

foraging habitat being up to 80%. The site is within the 

known range of the Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo.  

Risk of loss (%) without offset 15 Freehold land with no conservation protection. 

Future quality without offset 7 
Further degradation without management due to 

grazing, weeds and feral animals. 

Risk of Loss (%) with offset 3 

Conservation and management of the site by the DPAW 

as a state conservation nature reserve reduces the risk of 

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo habitat being cleared for 

agriculture, urban or mining development. 

Future quality with offset 8 
Maintain current quality and extent of foraging habitat 

through protection and management of the site.  

Confidence (Quality related)  80%  

% of impact offset 99.14% 

TOTAL % OF IMPACT OFFSET 99.14% 

 


